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RF PA Distortion Modelling 
and Predistortion

DhPAM

The project studied techniques to improve the efficiency-linearity trade-off of mobile com-
munication systems’ base-stations, namely on what their most power-hungry component, 
the power amplifier, is concerned. Earning the 2015 Annual Collaboration Team Award 
from Huawei Technologies, the IT proposed power amplifier design guidelines are nowa-
days followed in 25% to 30% of the world base-stations. 
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GENERAL MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES
Complex modulation schemes and multi-standards/carriers sys-

tems force the mobile communication RF transmitters to deal with 
signals of high peak-to-average-power-ratios (up to 9dB ) while us-
ing relative bandwidths as wide as 20%. Nevertheless, the linearity re-
quirements are not relaxed. Therefore, the base-station’s transmitter 
and, specifically, its power amplifier, PA, must be kept simultaneously 
linear and efficient.

Conventional class-A or AB power amplification is not an option 
due to the low efficiency at small-signal levels, so that alternative PA 
configurations should be used. In fact, both industry and academia 
pay a growing attention to new emerging wireless transmitter ar-
chitectures being the most popular the Doherty PA. The Doherty 
PA gives high efficiency within a comfortable range of signal levels 
but still provides wide signal bandwidths. However, although it can 
be shown to be theoretically linear, in practical implementations it is 
not, requiring digital predistortion, DPD, linearization. The non-ideal 
operation of the main PA, but, especially, of its dynamic active loads 
(the auxiliary PA), provide practical Doherty PA arrangements with a 
very complex distortion behaviour, so that several external lineariza-
tion techniques have been tried to improve their overall linearity.

Unfortunately, as these complex distortion generation mechanisms 
are not fully understood for the 2-way Doherty, and almost com-
pletely ignored for a 3-way topology, the up to now tested DPD al-
gorithms have been selected following an entirely heuristic approach 
with uncontrolled assurance of success. To worsen this scenario there 
is a discontinuity in the complete transmitter design flow since no 
connection is provided between the circuit level PA design and the 
selection of a particular DPD algorithm and associated inverse model 
identification procedures.

Therefore, the ultimate goal of this Project is exactly to help Hua-
wei bridge the existing gap between the beginning PA circuit and final 
DPD design steps, identifying and studying the distortion generation 
mechanisms of the Doherty PA, to then propose DPD algorithms 
especially amenable to compensate this characterized nonlinear dis-

tortion.
CHALLENGE

The technical challenges consisted on developing accurate mod-
els of very high-power Si LDMOS and GaN HEMT devices, under-
standing the dynamic distortion generation mechanisms in both 
single-ended and Doherty PAs to then devise innovative digital signal 
processing algorithms capable of correcting these significant com-
munication fidelity impairments. The project’s managerial challenges 
concerned the accommodation of the different views and interests 
existing in industry and academia. Both of these challenges were 
overcome as is clear by the scientific results it produced (only a small 
part of them published) and by the fact that this collaboration re-
ceived the Annual Collaboration Team Award from the whole Huawei 
corporation. 

WORK DESCRIPTION AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The Project was divided in the following three Work-Packages:
WP-01 – Highly Linear, Broadband RF PA Design – was devoted 

to model state-of-the-art power Si LDMOS and GaN HEMT tran-
sistors and to identify the distortion generation mechanisms of the 
single-ended class AB and the Doherty PA arrangements. Then, it 
proposed PA design guidelines - validated through several PA pro-
totypes - aimed at producing more DPD linearizer friendly (i.e., with 
a smoother gain and phase profile and less memory effects), RF PA 
circuits.
WP-02 – PA Behavioural Modelling and Predistortion – stud-

ied general complex envelope level behavioural model formats and 
their associated extraction methods (excitation design, measurement 
setups and parameter identification algorithms) for wireless PAs and 
their inverses, i.e., predistorters.
WP-03 – Distortion Characterization, Modelling and Predistor-

tion of a Broadband RF-PA – linked the research results advanced 
in the former work packages and proposed coupled PA and DPD 
design methods.

 Fig. 1 The DhPAM Project Concept: How to bridge the gap between RF electronics  
  and digital signal processing for PA linearization.                                             

 Fig. 2 A high-power multi-carrier GSM Doherty amplifier prototype. 


